
RESOURCES

Study yourself

handout



books
The End Times in Chronological Order: A Complete Overview to 
Understanding Bible Prophecy; by Ron Rhodes

Are We Living in the End Times? by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. 
Jenkins    (if you only gonna get one)

101 Answers to the Most Asked Questions about the End Times (End 
Times Answers); by Mark Hitchcock

The End of Money; by Mark Hitchcock

Spychips: How Major Corporations and Government Plan to Track 
Your Every Move with RFID; By Katherine Albrecht



Resources websites
Prophecy News Watch: Stay Informed From a Biblical Perspective; 
http://prophecynewswatch.org/

End Time Headlines: News From a Prophetic Perspective;

https://endtimeheadlines.org/

Not on your paper:   Hal Lindsey TBN

http://prophecynewswatch.org/
https://endtimeheadlines.org/


Resources videos

[VIDEO] CBN News explains what SOGI is (hint: radical sex education) and 
why you should FIGHT IT! – The Right Scoop [5.48]

Here's What They Teach Children in Canada – YouTube 

[5.47,  watch shortly]

Google “SOGI”

Google “CBN Mommy I don’t want to be a boy”



Resources videos

Katherine Albrecht - Spychips THREAT! Resist RFID & Electronic 
Surveillance (1 hr.05)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZUPrCEoH8U

NOT ON YOUR SHEET: Katherine Albrecht: The Totalitarian Nature of 
Surveillance (NSA, Google, Facebook) [YouTube, 1hr.04min]

Katherine Albrecht: Spychips [3.28] (watch shortly)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrITx7_tTT0

Why You Should Refuse To Be Microchipped [9.21] ***

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH-CM1adTJs



Resources continued

Ask Google your question, But add “Got Questions” to the query

Usually the first or second link will be from www.GotQuestions.org

Or go to https://www.gotquestions.org/search.html

If you google a question:

Most of the articles from GraceThruFaith.org

Most of the articles from Gty.org (Grace To You)     Or 

Grace Community Church

https://www.gracechurch.org/



Resources continued

Bible Concordance/ Translations

www.BibleHub.com 

www.BibleGateway.com 

www.BibleProofBook.com

Goto: Christianity Is Not Merely A ‘Belief’ It Is A FACT - You Can Prove it 

Or: 

(Science, prophecy, archeology, manuscript evidence, and more) 

Evidence a lawyer could use to prove the Bible was true

Bible Proof Book-- Keith Mason



Top 10 Bible Prophecy Stories Of 2017
The Gog-Magog alliance went on fast-forward. Iran, Turkey, and Russia are 
uniting with a primary goal in mind -- coming against Israel as 
foreshadowed in Ezekiel 38-39. Turkey's Erdogan threatened to "wipe out 
all Jews" after the Jerusalem announcement.

The scoffing of eschatology went to a new level: 1 Pet 3:3 know this, that in 
the last days scoffers will come, mocking the truth and following their own 
desires….saying where is the promise of His coming

One salacious scandal followed another in 2017 revealing that man's 
character now reflects the end-time warnings of Romans 1 and II Timothy 3.

The idea of micro-chipping is now so accepted that one news outlet said 
people will soon be eager to be micro-chipped. It was suggested that we will 
eagerly line up like dogs for a chip. 

As predicted, evil is waxing worse and worse (II Timothy 3:13). Pagan gods 
are appearing in many places including at the U.N. The occult is more 
appealing than ever and Millennials are "spellbound" by the paranormal.



Speaking wars and rumors of wars

deaths 20th century

120-123 million in the 20th century. <  previous 19 combined



not because of population increase
per century % population

120-123 million in the 20th century. <  previous 19 combined



Don Stewart 

We are living at an extraordinary moment in human history. 
The Bible gives us a list of signs to be watching for that indicate 
when the return of Jesus Christ is close at hand. 

We have seen all of these signs come to pass over the past 
century or so, and we are continuing to see them come to pass 
in our lifetime, up to and including this present time. 

From this preliminary assessment, is it reasonable to conclude 
that we are living in what the Bible calls the last days? 

I (thousands of others) agree



Speaking of Mark of the Beast
ARTICLE Thousands of people in Sweden get microchip 
implants for a new way of life

Not just a few people… 3,000 people

VIDEO:  Katherine Albrecht: Spychips [3.28] ***

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrITx7_tTT0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrITx7_tTT0


Spychips

FULL TITLE - Spychips: How Major Corporations and 

Government Plan to Track Your Every Move with RFID

by Katherine Albrecht

Amazon $8.66



Spychips video

Really incourage you to watch the hour long 
video

Katherine Albrecht: Spychips [3.28] ***

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrITx7_tTT0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrITx7_tTT0


Watch a video

Here's What They Teach Children in Canada – YouTube [5.47] ***

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpSAR2TGHfc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpSAR2TGHfc


Additionally

Opening statement by Ben Shapiro writing for The Daily 
Wire on 4/18/18, in an article titled “California 
Democrats Seek To Ban Books, Speech That Violate LGBT
Priorities.” 

“This week, the assembly in the state of California could 
vote on a bill that would legitimately ban books, shut 
down churches, and close psychiatric offices all over the 
state. What, is the purpose of the bill …? 

To prevent anyone from being confronted with material 
that could advocate changing sexual behavior or gender 
expression that oppose LGBT standards.” - AB2943


